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Encountering the Painful
Past in the Present

The Curious Calculus
of Silence

— Hans Gustafson

— Eric Christensen

I suspect that most of us lead fastDuring the robust cycle of seasons
paced lives in which silence, and perhaps
here in Minnesota, I have a ritual of
even peace, is a scarce commodity. And
recalling events and practices of the
yet we all intuitively know that finding time to slow down
places that I call home. This includes revisiting places that
and just be is an important practice. We hear this message
I consider personally sacred, since they hosted memorable
from our family and friends, our religious leaders, and our
and formative events of my past (e.g., a particular lake,
self-help books—even Simon and Garfunkel tell us, “Slow
childhood neighborhood, where I met my wife, etc.). This
down, you move too fast.”
revisiting constitutes spiritual experience. Included are the
But really, who has the time?
powerful (and terrifying) places that are connected to pain
Well, you can take this with a grain of salt, coming
and suffering, both personal and historical.
as it does from a person whose inability to slow down
2012 marked the 150th anniversary of the Dakotaseemingly knows no bounds, but practicing silence appears
U.S. war and the execution of thirty-eight Dakota men in
to have a curious multiplying effect rather than a subtractive
Mankato, Minnesota, on December 26, 1862. It remains
effect. Just when I expect that the hour I spent earlier in
the largest mass hanging in U.S. history. It resulted in the
contemplative silence will lead directly to an hour I will
internment of over 1600 Dakota (mostly women, children,
now have to spend making up for lost time, I find that I
and elderly men) on Pike Island, which lies at the confluence
have been able to accomplish more than average—and I am
of the Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers in Minneapolis-St.
also more centered and thus more myself throughout the
Paul. Many of those held eventually died due to disease,
day. Somehow, the harried pace of daily life is tamed and
hunger, and poor living conditions.
reclaimed.
This past fall, the Jay Phillips Center devoted significant
Now, what we mean by the word “silence” (e.g., is
energy to remembering the troubling past of Minnesota
it merely the lack of noise?) and how we practice it (e.g.,
and its interactions with the Native populations. At the
alone or communally) may need some
University of St. Thomas (where
elaboration. That is beyond the scope of
the Jay Phillips Center also has
this column, but one essential element is
a presence), we sponsored three
that it is intentional. Our various religious
events featuring Dakota speakers
traditions have rich heritages of the
and remembering the past. At
intentional practice of silence, and we can
both CSB/SJU and St. Thomas,
all draw on those sources of inspiration
we invited Jim Miller, a Dakota
and encouragement. But spiritual seekers
spiritual leader, and his wife,
of all times and places have found that
Alberta Iron Cloud, to screen their
silence doesn’t simply happen—it must be
film Dakota 38 and to facilitate
cultivated. May we all take time to practice
a post-film discussion. The
Pike Island and Fort Snelling, ca. 1844
silence and to seek that which is most
screenings and ensuing discussions
Image courtesy Minnesota Historical Society
http://collections.mnhs.org/cms/display.php?irn=10332091
important to us. Ω
Continued on page 2
We invite you to join our conversations on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter.
Details regarding our center and our programs can be found here:
www.csbsju.edu/Jay-Phillips-Center

Continued from page 1
proved to be fruitful and powerful. Miller dwelled on the
themes of forgiveness, healing, and reconciliation.
We also worked closely with Jim Bear Jacobs and his
important initiative Healing Minnesota Stories. Last fall,
Jim Bear took me and
others on a tour of some
of the naturally beautiful
places (such as Pike Island)
along the confluence of the
Mississippi and Minnesota
Rivers in the heart of
Minneapolis-St. Paul. I
drive over the rivers at this
On Pike Island
point twice a day on my way
Image courtesy Minnesota Humanities Center
http://bdotememorymap.org/memory-map to and from work, usually
without much thought
about the place beyond its natural beauty—which certainly
(re)presents the divine in a unique yet ordinary way.
However, my experience of these places can be very
different from that of others, especially the local Native
peoples. After listening to the stories of others narrated by
Jim Bear, their memories have become grafted onto my
own. He told stories about these places (which remain at
the center of the Dakota creation stories) and how Natives
still hear the cries of their ancestors who were marched into
the internment camp.
These stories, which from their mouths were new to my
ears, now contribute to my experience of these places going
forward—especially when I conduct my seasonal ritual of
recalling places that are spiritually significant to me. Despite
the historical atrocities associated with them, these places
along the rivers remain no less sacred, nor are they somehow
spiritually depraved. However, now my experiences of them
include the very real
pain that remains “Taking seriously the glorious
spiritually present from and terrifying presence of God
their historical past.
in all things can often be painful,
The Dakota word
but no less sacred or spiritual.”
“Minnesota”
means
something like “cloudy water,” “milky water,” or “muddy
water.” Experiencing and reflecting on the pains and joys
of a given place serves as my attempt at articulating what
I refer to as a “cloudy-water spirituality.” It is not always
pretty; it is often messy and muddy.
Taking seriously the glorious and terrifying presence of
God in all things can often be painful, but no less sacred
or spiritual. In recognizing the past in the present, and by
grafting the stories of others onto our own, we encounter, in
particular places, both the divine and the people who have
journeyed there now and before.
This spiritual practice of seeking the reality of the divine
in all things need not be an overly romantic view. Rather, it
serves as an attempt (albeit often naïve and inadequate) to

From the Director
—John Merkle
Hello again from the Jay Phillips
Center! I am grateful to Eric Christensen
for creating another informative
newsletter, which I hope you will enjoy
reading. And I am delighted to publicly
express my congratulations to Eric and his spouse, Alayna,
on the birth of their first child, Dominic, born on November
19, 2012. Dominic’s namesake, St. Dominic Guzmán
(1170–1221), founded the Order of Preachers (later known
also as Dominicans) and was one of the great champions of
church renewal in the Middle Ages. In our own time, one of
the most important signs and sources of church renewal is
the interfaith cooperation mandated by the Second Vatican
Council (1962–65). May Dominic Christensen have a long
and healthy life, and may the interfaith cooperation to which
his dad and others at the Jay Phillips Center are committed
contribute to a more peaceful world for Dominic to enjoy
and on which to leave many blessed marks.
I am also happy to publicly congratulate Hans
Gustafson, our center’s assistant director, for recently
receiving his Ph.D. from Claremont Graduate University.
Hans is an excellent scholar and colleague, and I am grateful
and honored to be able to collaborate with him on interfaith
projects. But more important than earning a Ph.D., Hans
has also become a father, and I am delighted to publically
congratulate him and his spouse, Audrey, on the birth
of their son, Luke, born on July 23, 2012. Regardless of
whom the Gustafsons may have had in mind when naming
their son, I am moved to recall that the Gospel of Luke,
more than the other Gospels, is full of stories of illness and
healing, and I pray that Luke Gustafson will have a long
and healthy life throughout which he brings healing to the
lives of many others. Perhaps some of that healing will be
done by fostering better relations among people of diverse
religions, like his father so beautifully does. Ω

foster an everyday practice that takes seriously the diverse
presence of the sacred in the mundane (profane). This
includes the downright troubling, the reality of pain and
suffering in the world, and God’s presence therein. The
goal of this spiritual practice (which I am admittedly not
very good at) is the daily recognition of being present in
places of encounter, while remaining equally aware of their
(hi)stories, both painful and promising. Ω
Variations of this article were first published on Theoblogy
and StateofFormation.
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Spring Semester Events

From Enemy to Friend:
Jewish Reflections on
Everyday Peacemaking
Lecture by Rabbi Amy Eilberg
Monday, February 4, 8:00 p.m.
Quad 264, Saint John’s University

Why does conflict arise among
individuals and among religious,
political, and ethnic groups? What
contributes to the resolution of
conflict in the world and in our lives?
How can each of us serve the cause
of peace? Rabbi Amy Eilberg will explore these questions
through the lens of Judaism’s rich body of sacred texts on
peace and peacemaking.
In 1985 Amy Eilberg became the first woman ordained
as a rabbi in Judaism’s Conservative Movement. Soon after
that, she found her vocation in the work of healing. A cofounder of the Bay Area Jewish Healing Center, where she
directed the Jewish Hospice Care Program, and a founding
co-director of the Yedidya Center for Jewish Spiritual
Direction, she is nationally known as a leader of the Jewish
healing movement and in the field of Jewish spiritual
direction.
“I was among the early leaders of what came to be
known as the Jewish healing movement, which resulted in
the creation of several dozen local Jewish healing centers,
including one in San Francisco, where I worked, and one
here in the Twin Cities, called the Twin Cities Jewish
healing Project,” Rabbi Eilberg explained. “These centers
sought to offer the care of Jewish clergy and lay volunteers
to address the spiritual needs of Jews living with illness
and grief, and also to disseminate the Jewish tradition’s
wisdom on the challenges of living and dying, illness and
wellness. By ‘healing’ we meant not physical cure but the
optimal response of a whole person to the challenge of
illness, upcoming death, or loss. My work was primarily in
providing the spiritual component of hospice care to those
living with a life-threatening illness, whether they lived in
their homes, in nursing facilities, or in residential hospice
facilities.”
Eventually, Rabbi Eilberg became deeply engaged in the
work of peace and reconciliation, particularly in connection
with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and she is now at work
on a book titled From Enemy to Friend: The Sacred Practice of
Jewish Peacemaking.
“What moved me into peace work,” said Rabbi Eilberg,
“was an afternoon I spent at a dialogue center called Oasis
of Peace, between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, which has, among
other things, brought together tens of thousands of JewishIsraeli and Arab/Palestinian-Israeli high school students for
a three-day intensive dialogue program. Watching a group
of Jewish and Palestinian Israeli sixteen-year-olds begin their

American Made
Film Screening and Student Interfaith Panel
Panelists: Jinxi Han (moderator), Nick Hamel,
Angela Dols, Hudda Ibrahim, Tiffany Vang
Thursday, January 31, 7:30 p.m.
Alcuin Library, AV-1, Saint John’s University
In their American-made car, the Singh family is on the
road taking the great American family trip—a tour of the
Grand Canyon. Their SUV breaks down on the side of the
road in the middle of nowhere. The father, Indian-born
Anant, who is wearing a turban, decides to wave down the
one of infrequent cars that passes by. One of his sons, Ranjit,
objects: “Dad,” he says, “no one is going to stop, because
you look like a terrorist.” And so begins American Made, a
film about conflict between a father and a son, assimilation
versus identity, faith versus compromise.
Following the screening, the
panelists, each from a different
religious tradition, will explore religious
stereotypes and generational changes in
today’s America. Ω
Reel People
Film Produced by the Interfaith Leaders
Wednesday, April 24th (Details to Be Announced)
This semester, the Interfaith Leaders are developing
Reel People, a documentary compiling stories from
members of our campus community. Reel People provides
an avenue for people to share what they believe and what
inspires them. All who are interested in telling their story,
please contact Angela Dols (amdols@csbsju.edu). Ω
three-day journey together was so powerfully moving to me
that I came away feeling called to serve the cause of peace in
whatever way I could.”
Rabbi Eilberg believes that people who attend her
presentation at Saint John’s “may be surprised to discover how
similar are the human dynamics that underlie interpersonal
conflict in our personal lives, polarized discourse in
American society and within religious communities, and
even international conflict.”
Rabbi Eilberg is also deeply involved in interfaith work.
From 2007 to 2011 she served as coordinator of the Jay
Phillips Center’s Interfaith Conversations Project, fostering
interfaith learning and friendship among Christians, Jews,
and Muslims in the Twin Cities area. Currently, she is
the center’s interfaith conversations special consultant,
works with the Jewish Council on Public Affairs on its
Civility Campaign, and serves on the International Jewish
Committee for Interreligious Consultations. Ω
Co-sponsored with the CSB/SJU departments of peace
studies and theology. Free and open to the public.
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Koch Chair Lecture and Interfaith Colloquium
The U.S. Economy and “The Faithful Budget”
Lecture by Sister Simone Campbell
Other Faith Perspectives by Rabbi Amy Eilberg and
Nahid Khan
Wednesday, March 6, 8:00 p.m.
Gorecki Center 204, College of Saint Benedict
Sister Simone Campbell has been a
principal spokesperson for “Priorities for
a Faithful Budget,” a document born of
interreligious collaboration that promotes
comprehensive
and
compassionate
budget principles for restoring economic
opportunity, ensuring adequate resources
for the country’s fiscal needs, providing
true security, reducing poverty and
hardship, caring for the environment, improving access to
health care, and taking responsibility for future generations.
She will explain how this budget reflects Catholic social
teaching and why and how it can be promoted by Americans
of different religious traditions and secular humanists alike.
Following the lecture, Rabbi Amy Eilberg and Nahid Khan
will offer brief responses to “Priorities for a Faithful Budget”
from their respective Jewish and Muslim perspectives.
Sister Simone Campbell is executive director of
NETWORK, the Washington-based Catholic social
justice lobbying group. She is an attorney and a poet with
extensive experience in public policy and advocacy for
systemic change related to immigration reform, health care,
peace, and economic justice. A member and former general
director of the religious community Sisters of Social Service,
Campbell led the “Nuns on the Bus” tour through nine
states this past summer to educate Americans about current
economic injustices and to encourage governmental officials
and other citizens to embrace the ideas in the document
“Priorities for a Faithful Budget” as a means of promoting
greater economic justice for all. In the process, she and her
companions on the tour highlighted the work of Catholic
sisters in serving the poor and advocating for social justice.
Nahid Khan is a Ph.D. candidate
in the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication at the University of
Minnesota, with a religious studies
graduate minor. Active in community
interfaith dialogue since the 1980s, with
a particular focus on Muslim-Jewish
dialogue, she was a Muslim delegate at the
North American Interfaith Colloquium
held at the Collegeville Institute for Ecumenical and
Cultural Research in Collegeville, MN, in 1999 and 2000,
and she served for eight years on the board of the Joint
Religious Legislative Coalition, an interfaith advocacy
group addressing social justice issues in Minnesota. She is

Letter from an Unknown Woman:
Joseph’s Dream
Lecture by Avivah Zornberg
Wednesday, April 17, 4:15 p.m.
Gorecki Center 204, College of Saint Benedict
In the book of Genesis, Joseph
dreams provocative dreams; his brothers’
hatred grows because of them; Jacob
apparently dismisses them. But according
to Freud, all dreams contain a “navel,”
a spot that defies understanding, that
“reaches into the unknown.” According
to a classic rabbinic interpretation, that
unfathomable element in the lives of Jacob and his son
Joseph is represented by Rachel, the “unknown woman” in
their narrative. Avivah Zornberg, one of the world’s most
captivating teachers of Torah, will draw on literature, film,
and psychoanalytic thought to inform her literary analysis
of this narrative, exposing the complex interplay between
conscious and unconscious levels of experience reflected in
the narrative’s message about what it means to be human.
Avivah Zornberg earned a Ph.D. in English literature
from Cambridge University and holds a visiting lectureship
in the London School of Jewish Studies. After teaching
English literature at Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
Zornberg turned to teaching Torah in a number of venues
in Jerusalem, where she has drawn thousands of students
to her lectures. Employing insights from rabbinic literature,
philosophy, and psychoanalysis, she advances highly original
literary analyses of biblical texts. She is the author of three
books that have been widely acclaimed as masterpieces
of biblical interpretation: Genesis: The Beginning of Desire
(Jewish Publication Society, 1995), renamed The Beginning
of Desire: Reflections on Genesis (Schocken, 2011), which
won the National Jewish Book Award; The Particulars of
Rapture: Reflections on Exodus (Doubleday, 2001; Schocken,
2011); and The Murmuring Deep: Reflections on the Biblical
Unconscious (Schocken, 2009). Ω
Co-sponsored with the Literary Arts Institute of the
College of Saint Benedict. Free and open to the public.

also a trained guide for the Collection in Focus program
at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts and a board member
of Mizna, an Arab-American cultural and arts organization
based in the Twin Cities. Ω
Co-sponsored with the Koch Chair in Catholic Thought and
Culture at the College of Saint Benedict. Free and open to the
public.
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Events from Last Semester at Saint John’s
Fr. Michael Lapsley, a legendary hero of South Africa’s anti-apartheid movement, presented
the lecture “Pain Knows No Boundaries: An Interfaith Journey of Healing and Hope”
on October 2nd to an audience of more than four hundred people. While exploring the
importance of an interfaith vision for the work of building a peaceful world, he highlighted
the urgency of acknowledging past wounds to break the cycle that turns victims into
victimizers.

Following the October 18th
screening of the film Dakota
38, Dakota spiritual leader
Jim Miller of the Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation led a
discussion about the Dakota
history and spirituality
introduced in the film,
which documents a journey
of healing and hope inspired
by one of his dreams.

In his October 10th lecture, “The
Radical Notion of Rest: Reflections
on the Meaning of the Sabbath,”
Rabbi David Wirtschafter, rabbiin-residence with the Jay Phillips
Center this academic year, discussed
traditional ways of understanding the
Sabbath and how the digital age raises
new challenges for the distinction
between the workplace and home,
labor and rest.

In response to questions from Kerri Miller (far right), host of MPR’s weekday news program The Daily
Circuit, panelists (left to right) Fr. Bill Vos, director of Catholic Relief Services for central Minnesota,
Dr. Jon Armajani, CSB/SJU associate professor of theology, Pastor Leith Anderson, president of the
National Association of Evangelicals, and Rabbi Marcia Zimmerman, senior rabbi of Temple Israel
in Minneapolis, discussed the relationship of personal faith and political engagement, particularly as
expressed during the 2012 political campaign season. The program, “Religion and Politics in Today’s
America,” was jointly sponsored by the Jay Phillips Center and the Eugene J. McCarthy Center for
Public Policy and Civic Engagement.

In her November 12th lecture “Adapting Buddhist Meditation Practices to Christian
Spirituality,” Susan Stabile, professor of law at the University of St. Thomas and author of
Growing in Love and Wisdom: Tibetan Buddhist Sources for Christian Meditation, explored
values common to Christianity and Buddhism and how Buddhist meditation practices can
enrich Christian spirituality.
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